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Keeping A Ledger:
Parts of Your Ledger
1. Date of transaction
2. Check recipient/“Deposit”
3. Be specific! Do not simply state
category. Note item(s) paid for!
4. Activity (Event/Practice/Demo)
or Group Office that expense is
associated with
5. Check # or “Dep”

6. Mark with “R” when transaction
clears on statement
7. Enter $ amount as withdrawal or
deposit as appropriate
8. Automatically calculated remember to enter starting
balance (Balance forward)
9. Enter transactions from savings
account, if applicable

Keeping A Ledger:
Parts of Your Ledger
1. Cash on Hand: You should be depositing money in
a timely fashion– within two weeks for amounts over
$50, within 30 days for amounts under $50, and if you
follow those timelines you do not necessarily have to
record those transactions here. However, if something
happens to prevent timely deposit, or if you wish to
keep track of everything here, you may do so. Also,
you may record gate start-up here if the cash box is
taken care of by the Exchequer. If not, use the
receivable column. Enter amounts in the right-hand
column when you receive them (which does not affect
you bank account balance), then in the left hand
column when you deposit them (which credits your
bank account balance.)

2. Receivables: Use this column for money you
have paid out but not received anything back for
yet. Advances, bad checks and bad check fees are
receivables. When the money is subtracted from
the bank balance, record it in the right hand
column. When the amount is returned (either in
cash or receipts) or written off as a bad debt (with
Kingdom Exchequer approval), enter the amount
in the left-hand column and expense it as
appropriate.

(Note that the above are examples of each transaction. Not all instances are covered here.)

Keeping A Ledger:
Parts of Your Ledger
3. Site Advances: When you write out the check for a
site fee, record it here in the right-hand column until
the date of the event (the bank account balance is
debited when the check is written). On the date of the
event, if no part of the site fee was refundable, the
entire amount is removed from the site advance
column and expensed as a site fee (with no change to
the bank account balance). If some amount was
refundable, then when it is returned to the bank
account (increasing the bank account balance), enter it
in the left hand column to remove it from the other
assets total.

4. Payables: You shouldn’t use this column much,
as it is a good policy to reimburse for receipts as
you receive them. However, if a situation arises
where you cannot do so, record the transaction
here, in the right-hand column, when you receive
the receipts (bank account balance does not
change), and in the left-hand column when you cut
the reimbursement check for them (bank account
balance is decreased for the amount of the receipts
reimbursed).

(Note that the above are examples of each transaction. Not all instances are covered here.)

Keeping A Ledger:
Parts of Your Ledger
5. Reservations (Other Liabilities): Enter prereservations for events here. When money is
deposited (and bank account is credited)
amounts should be listed here in the left-hand
column. When the event happens, all amounts
in this column are removed by entering the total
amount of income for the event in the left hand
column and moving the same amount to event
income. This should not change your bank
account balance.

6. Event Income: record here, separately
for each event your group hosts. Note
income and refunds.

(Note that the above are examples of each transaction. Not all instances are covered here.)

Keeping A Ledger:
Parts of Your Ledger
1. Fundraising Income: Internal was done at
SCA events with SCA-related products;
External is mundane activities like bake sales
2. Direct Contributions - Donations: Proceeds
of passing the hat at practice
3. Direct Contributions - Stale Checks: Checks
over a year old not cashed
4. Direct Contributions - Recovered Debts: Bad
checks re-paid – be sure to remove from
receivables!

5. Income from demos and activity fees.
6. Transfers in from in or outside of Kingdom
7. Interest earned (where applicable)
8. Income from newsletter sales
9. Income from advertising
10. Other income: Do NOT place anything here
without checking with the Kingdom Exchequer
first to be sure it can’t be better classified!

(Note that the above are examples of each transaction. Not all instances are covered here.)

Keeping A Ledger:
Parts of Your Ledger
All expenses fall into one of three
categories:
OA: Expenses related to the administration
of playing the game. Examples: Waivers,
copies of past End-of-Year reports, business
meeting site fees, etc.
AR: Expenses related to the game we play:
Expenses for Events, Martial or Dance
Practices
FR: Expenses to further fundraising
activities
The lower line further classifies what the
expense was for.

Advertising: when paid to the mundane world, not the Society
Bad Debts: recovery efforts failed and KE approved write-off
Bank Charges and fees
Equipment Rental or Maintenance fees
Fees: to someone who provided a service
Food
General Supplies: site tokens, toilet paper, etc.
Insurance: Paid outside the SCA
Site Charges
Postage
Printing Charges (photocopying, etc.)
Telephone
Travel

Keeping A Ledger:
Parts of Your Ledger
1. Other expenses: Put nothing here unless you
check with the Kingdom Exchequer to be sure
there is no place more appropriate
2. Donations to other 501C organizations –
we need their Tax ID #s. This is not for
donations to other SCA groups – only to, for
example, the Red Cross after Hurricane Katrina
3. Transfers Out Within Kingdom include
NMS; Outside Kingdom would be a transfer to
another SCA group, not in the Kingdom

4. Track inventory here – this applies to very
few groups
5. Track asset donations here, only if their Fair
Market Value exceeds $500, or if they were
reported previously
6. Track assets here that have left the branch’s
possession
7. Depreciable property purchased: only if
amount paid exceeds $500.

Keeping A Ledger:
Sample Ledger
On the following slides, you will be looking at a sample ledger
containing the most common transactions that groups make. Each
transaction will have an explanation of why it was entered the way it was.
It might be helpful to print up the sample ledger from the website to have
it to look at while you view this presentation, as some of the screenshots
are a bit small.
In this form of ledger, every transaction is entered TWICE, once to make
the changes to the ledger running balance, and a second time to classify
the expense. Some of the categories are only holding categories where the
transaction stays for a limited amount of time before moving into its final
classification. (For example, receivables, payables, cash on hand, site
advances, etc.) Removal from a holding category may or may not affect
your bank balance, depending on the situation.
At the bottom of each column, the spreadsheet automatically produces a
sum, and under the sum there is a note explaining where the information
is to be entered in your End – Of – Year (EOY, or Domesday) report.

Keeping A Ledger:
Sample Ledger
Receivable: See line 6: Check #101 to Duke Joe. This was an advance for archery targets.
Eventually this expense will be categorized as AR General Supplies, but as of 1/1 the
Exchequer has not received any receipts. So for now, we put the check amount into the
Receivable column.
See line 10: On 1/20, Duke Joe gave receipts in the amount of $232.17 to the Exchequer, and
returned the remaining $17.83. The $250 comes out of the Receivable column, and $232.17
is entered in the expense column, while $17.83 is re-deposited. In order to remove the entire
$250 from the Receivable column, the total of the receipts received plus the amount of cash
returned must equal $250. If Duke Joe had gone over budget, and spent $256.65 on the
targets, then an additional check would be written for $6.65, the $250 would be removed
from the Receivables column, and the $256.65 would be classified as Supplies.

Keeping A Ledger:
Sample Ledger
Other Assets: See line 7: On 1/1 a check was written to Sunny Church for $450 in preparation
for an upcoming event. $400 was to cover the cost of the site, and $50 was a refundable
deposit to ensure that the site was left in a satisfactory condition. The amount was put into
the Other Assets category, as a holding place.
See line 13: On 2/1 the $50 refundable portion of the site fee was returned. The Exchequer redeposited the $50, removed the $450 from the Other Assets category, and moved the $400
into the AR Site Fee category.

Keeping A Ledger:
Sample Ledger
Expense Categories: See line 8: The Exchequer wrote out a check to Bob’s Haybales for haybales for Sunny War. The check can be directly classified as AR General Supplies.
See line 9: The Exchequer went to Sam’s Club to buy food for Sunny War. S/he wrote the check
directly out to Sam’s Club for $125.68. This can be directly classified as AR Food.
Alternatively, Duke Joe could have gone to Sam’s, paid for the food out of his own pocket,
and submitted the receipt to the Exchequer. In this case, the transaction would look the
same, except that the check would be made out to Duke Joe. Or, the purchase at Sam’s Club
could have included $56.00 in food, and $69.68 in toilet paper. These amounts would be
classified as Food and Supplies, respectively. However, don’t feel the need to go through
each item on the receipt to separate food versus supplies – if most of it was food, expense it
as food.

Keeping A Ledger:
Sample Ledger
Event Proceeds: See line 11: It is time to deposit the pre-reservations already received for
Sunny War. (Checks written for more than $50 must be deposited within 14 days of receipt,
while checks written for less than $50 must be deposited within 30 days, and it is a nice
gesture to deposit them within 14 days as well.) Since something is still owed to those
people who sent you money (the event), this does not immediately become event income –
it is really an Other Liability until the day of the event.
See line 15: After the event, the funds are taken out of the Other Liabilities and entered under
Event Income. This is a transfer because it is not affecting your bank balance, only changing
categorization of money.

Keeping A Ledger:
Sample Ledger
Another Kind of Receivable: See line 12: The day before the event is here! Mary Bigpurse has
been assigned to pick up the starting seed for the gate. The Exchequer gives her a check for
$150.00, and she goes to her bank and cashes it for 100-ones and 10-fives. This is a
receivable, since it will be re-deposited. NEVER reimburse receipts from gate money!
See line 16: On 2/10, the Exchequer deposits the proceeds from the event. The $150 starting
gate funds are deposited separately, to avoid confusion. The amount is then removed from
the Receivables column.

Keeping A Ledger:
Sample Ledger
Deposits: See line 14: The Exchequer is depositing the gate proceeds from Sunny War. The amount
deposited is entered under the Event Income for Sunny War.
Refund: See line 17: Unhappy Camper couldn’t make it to Sunny War, and under the guidelines of
the financial policies of the Shire of Somewhere Sunny, he is entitled to a refund. The
Exchequer sends him a refund, and enters it in the Event Refunds column.
NMS: See line 18: Finally, to close out the event, the Exchequer sends a check to the NMS deputy,
and it is recorded as a Transfer OUT, w/in Kingdom.

Keeping A Ledger:
Sample Ledger
Bad Debts: See lines 19 and 20: Uh-oh! When the Exchequer received the statement
for February, s/he realized that a check from a pre-reservation for Sunny War was
returned for insufficient funds. This check now goes into the Receivables column,
and the Exchequer must commence the guidelines laid out in the Exchequer’s
handbook to recover the amount of the check, as well as the cost of any fees
incurred as a result of the check. This may be written off as a bad debt ONLY
after all procedures have been followed, AND the Kingdom Exchequer has OK’d
the write-off of the funds.

Keeping A Ledger:
Sample Ledger
Payable: See lines 21 and 22: Duchess Joanna caught the Exchequer of the Shire of Somewhere
Sunny off guard. She submitted receipts, but the Exchequer doesn’t have the checkbook
with her. The amount of Duchess Joanna’s receipts becomes a Payable until the Exchequer
writes her a check to reimburse the amount. It is entered in the left hand column when the
receipts are received, and in the right-hand column when the check is written. It is then
expensed appropriately.
It is good practice to always reimburse receipts as promptly as possible, so try to use this
category as infrequently as you can.

